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NEWSLETTER
Sensation! 

Boris ignores Frensham SC Model Yacht Group’s re-
turn to racing! 
Many were shocked and stunned at the unprecedented 
snub to this famous RC sailing club in the PM’s announce-
ment to the world that the Coronavirus lockdown rules 
were being relaxed. Many asked for more clarification 
about everything and demanded an immediate apology. No 
10 was contacted for a statement but Quentin is still wait-
ing for one! Amazing.

This Newsletter is even shorter than the last one - as it merely consists of the revised Rules to 
which we need to adhere in order to race safely (for all) under the agreed FPSC Stage 2 Plan. These are 
shown below in full. Reference is made to FPSC Stage 2 rules which are on the FPSC website if you 
wish to read them. If anyone has any questions about all ask Keith Parrott or Paul Brooks. Thank you.

MYG Racing in groups of six (Version 2) 

Introduction 
Under current COVID restrictions, it is necessary to specify how the FPSC Model Yacht Group 
(MYG) members can operate sensibly in racing groups of no more than six people.

The background to MYG racing 
The sailing areas on the bank at Frensham currently enable two courses to be set for RC racing - 
the main one directly in front of the mid point of the bank control area and a second smaller 
one at the clubhouse end of the control area, extending westwards in front of the clubhouse.

The MYG fleets are already segregated into three types - namely Big Boats (over 1 Metre), 
IOMs and RG65 Dragon Force. The first two fleets both use the main course and the RG65 
Dragon Force use the smaller course. One Race Officer (RO) is designated for each course area 
in advance and notified to all members before Tuesday racing.
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The Proposal 
It is proposed that each group of six members is allocated to one of the three fleets on the basis 
of boats owned. Many members own boats in more than one fleet type, so they will each need to 
decide the fleet for which they wish to apply for a weekly place. Any reallocation between fleets 
will be done on each Monday morning before the racing on the following day.

Each Tuesday the main course is then used for racing by the Big Boat and IOM fleets alternately. 
Each fleet leaves the course after their race ends and act as observers for the other racing fleet. 
The process is then reversed for each subsequent race. A race in normal wind conditions lasts 
about 10-15 minutes. This pattern of alternate use of the main course has been in use since 2019 
on a regular (but not exclusive) basis, so will come as no surprise to the two fleets and will cause 
no difficulties. The management of this is carried out by the relevant RO who must also ensure 
the 2 metre gap is maintained between chairs.

It will be required to set out the chairs (with appropriate 2 Metre spacing between them) in three 
groups of six, to enable each fleet to see the start line and judge distances to racing marks etc. 
Whichever member does this must wear gloves available in the MYG shed. If seat position 
changes are requested and agreed during the racing day then the skipper must move his chair to 
an open position and not swap chairs with another member. The Race Officer will decide if a re-
quested change can be made safely and his decision is final.

No result recording equipment will be used by anyone other than a RO. Items that are used 
across the fleets are the wind sock and start box kit - and they will only be positioned and used 
by the RO and will be sanitised after racing has ended for the day by that RO. 
Arrangements for launching, retrieving and sanitising the rescue boat will be the same as used by 
FPSC as set out in the Plan (Version 5.2 dated 15 June 2020) with the following qualifications:
MYG will use their own VHF sets stored on site between rib and shore and will abide by FPSC 
rules in para 6.2
MYG will use their usual small white rib (Jolly Too) stored in the garage at the Western end of 
the dinghy park and the driver (normally the RO) will launch and retrieve it solo - but if neces-
sary retrieving it via use of a long rope to maintain 2 metre distance. He will lock it into that 
garage after use to ensure there is a week’s gap between uses.
Cleaning rules in para 6.6 will be adhered to. If the rib requires inflation at the start of the day 
the Rib driver must notify the Duty Officer (DO) so the inflation device can be cleaned.
The rib storage garage doors and locks and the rib trolley handles will be sanitised by the RO 
once the rib is returned at the end of racing for the day. 
Supplies of wipes, VHF bags, sanitiser etc are available in the clubhouse for which the DO has 
access.
PAB
21.6.2020   V2
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Just by way of a reminder for those who have been “sailing” over the last six weeks since total lockdown was 
lifted, here are a couple of pix of how it has looked over those six weeks!  Top - Two metres apart and below 

Roger C retrieving a start mark weight which had escaped. NB: Perpetual blue skies visible.


